
HOBART GREYHOUND FIELDS Thursday (Night) 20 November 2014 
 

Race 1 - 07:38 - BRIGHTON VETERINARY SERVICES Juvenile 461m 
1 361 EXPLOSIVE GAS (Keith Nichols): Ex Vic performer with 1 win and 2 placing’s from 6 starts, has a chance. 

2 524 BRAD HILL BILLY (Allan Clark): Slow beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

3 433 POSH FIRE (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning railer; can show speed and battles well, chance if she begins. 

4  IMA MAYZEE (Brendan Pursell): First starter in top kennel, watch market closely. 

5 671 AEROHOUND (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning centre runner and is not over strong, this looks too tough. 

6 426 SWEET BEE BEE (Rodney Bragg): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, will struggle from this box. 

7 42 LOOPY LUCY (Butch Deverell): Fair beginning railer but is not over strong, might find this a bit too hard. 

8 345 TAYMEL MISCHIEF (Ingrid Watkins): Slow beginning railer; battles fairly but needs to find the rails, place. 

9 455 BUCKLE UP SHARKY Res. (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning wide runner; battles best late, place at best. 

10 547 JAKE KEEPING Res. (Susan Gittus): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, will find this tough. 

 

TOP PICK: BRAD HILL BILLY (2) will be a bit slow away but could be hard to hold out in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: EXPLOSIVE GAS (1) will be one of the leaders and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: POSH FIRE (3) needs to begin well and find the rails but is a chance if she jumps safely. 

 

Race 2 - 07:58 - BEST FRIENDS PET RESORT Juvenile 461m 
1 123 GLAMOUR GAS (Rodney Ransley): Good beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, is a good chance. 

2 533 PRINCE SOLO (Ian Callinan): Slow beginning wide runner; lacks speed but does best late, place looks best. 

3 484 BUCKLE UP SCOOT (Gary Johnson): Risky beginning centre runner; has some speed but does tire late, place. 

4 177 NORDIC KNIGHT (Paul Hili): Risky beginning railer; has some speed but is not over strong, looks tested. 

5 571 MY SIDE (Rodney Bragg): Fair beginning railer; battles fairly but does need to cross, is only a rough chance. 

6 734 CHINA POWER (Leon Brazendale): Risky beginning wide runner; has battled better lately, rough place hope. 

7 4F POSH BOSS (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, has place claims. 

8 251 SIMPSONS BAY (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire late here, some hope. 

9 573 NEILINA Res. (Leigh Alexander): Good beginning centre runner but is not over strong, this looks too hard. 

10 844 PREPOSSESSING Res. (Patrick Pearce): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: GLAMOUR GAS (1) will settle close to the lead from this box and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: SIMPSONS BAY (8) has the speed to lead this field and might be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: POSH BOSS (7) should settle near the lead and battled well at Devonport. 

 

Race 3 - 08:22 - WYNFEL CORGIS Juvenile 461m 

1 837 KNOX AND RATTLES (Shane Stennings): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, may improve this box. 

2  HELLO AY JAY (Margaret Rossendell): First starter in good hands, watch market. 

3 735 MACEY'S QUEEN (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, will find this a bit too hard. 

4 351 SENOR SCOOBY (Butch Deverell): Risky beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, chance if begins. 

5 3 WHODAT BINGLE (Graeme Moate): Fair beginning railer; battled well over the short trip here, place chance. 

6  IZON MABEL (Brendan Pursell): First starter in top kennel, watch market closely. 

7 412 PELICAN KEEPING (Susan Gittus): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles quite well, is a chance. 

8 234 RAZ SIMPSON (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles fairly well, is a good chance. 

9 486 TRICKY JOMA Res. (Joan Nichols): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, this looks far too tough. 

10 677 GROOVER GROOVER Res. (Leon Brazendale): Fair beginning railer but is not strong, won’t worry these. 

 

TOP PICK: RAZ SIMPSON (8) has really good early speed and might be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: PELICAN KEEPING (7) will be vying for the early lead and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: SENOR SCOOBY (4) began well from box 1 at Launceston and is a chance if he can do the same. 



 

Race 4 - 08:41 - XTEN CONSTRUCTION Mixed 4/5 340m 
1 578 LOVING LUCY (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles well, chance on her best form. 

2 124 JULIA FLY'S (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning centre runner; has speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

3 342 HURRICANE NELL (Rachael Moate): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, this is tough. 

4 321 COCONUT GIRL (Alison Walker): Risky beginning railer; has speed and battles well this trip but must begin. 

5 141 GO MINNIE GO (Patrick Pearce): Fair beginning railer; has good speed and battles well, has a chance. 

6 214 KENNY'S CRUISE (Kenneth Mayne): Good beginning centre runner; has speed and battles well, rough hope. 

7 111 SCRUBBY NICHOLS (Shane Whitney): Fair beginning railer; has speed and battles well, this is a tough draw. 

8 133 PRINCESS GEMINI (Steven Hutt): Good beginning railer; has good speed and battles strongly, needs to lead. 

9 273 NOOEE'S LAD Res. (Butch Deverell): Fast beginning railer; has good speed over this distance, is some hope. 

10 625 DASHING DAN Res. (Patrick Pearce): Fair beginning railer; has some speed but this looks a bit too tough. 

 

TOP PICK: JULIA FLY’S (2) should be one of the leaders and might have too much speed if she gains a clear run. 

 

DANGERS: KENNY’S CRUISE (6) is a safe beginner and has good speed for this and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: LOVING LUCY (1) is very pacy when she is at her best and is ideally boxed, expect improvement. 

 

Race 5 - 09:05 - PET MEAT MART Mixed 4/5 599m 

1 258 BAILEY'S COMET (Butch Deverell): Fair beginning railer but does tire a bit late over this trip, place chance. 

2 123 PEDRO'S VINEYARD (Allan Anderson): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on late, rough hope. 

3 311 HURRICANE SHELL (Rachael Moate): Risky beginning railer; battles well and is racing nicely, has a chance. 

4 646 ALVIN BENZ (Brian Crawford): Slow beginning railer and has struggled to find his best this time in, tested. 

5 426 WYNBURN BLAZE (Anthony Bullock): Risky beginning centre runner; battles quite well and looks a chance. 

6 532 MAURIE BABA (Loretta McShane): Risky beginning railer; battles well but is poorly boxed, is some hope. 

7 235 PINTO PRONTO (Steven O'Brien): Slow beginning railer; can battle fairly but must settle closer, place show. 

8 735 IT'S CRUNCH TIME (Graeme Moate): Slow beginning railer; battles best late but is not well boxed, place. 

9 384 LOU JAMES Res. (Margaret Rossendell): 

10 556 PART TIME PETE Res. (Gary Johnson): 

 

TOP PICK: HURRICANE SHELL (3) should settle close to the lead and might be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: WYNBURN BLAZE (5) can begin well at times and will be hard to hold out if she settles close. 

 

ROUGHIE: MAURIE BABA (6) is a bit risky at box rise but does run this trip quite well. 

 

Race 6 - 09:25 - CANINE BREEDING SOLUTIONS Grade 4 461m 

1 863 CUT 'EM DOWN (Allan Anderson): Slow beginning centre runner; can show speed and battle well, place. 

2 532 GEMSTONE JACK (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, has a chance. 

3 342 SALEGREYS CHATTA (Andrea McConnon): Risky beginning railer; battles fairly but must settle close, place. 

4 754 IMPRESSIVE LILY (Leon Brazendale): SCRATCHED 

5 425 HELLYEAH EVAN (Anthony Bullock): Fair beginning railer; lacks speed but does battle fairly, place chance. 

6 722 MINNIE MOGUL (Paul Hili): Good beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

7 561 OHANA (Gary Johnson): Risky beginning centre runner; lacks speed but does battle strongly, is a rough show. 

8 373 CHICKA SCOTT (Richard Hall): Risky beginning centre runner; battles fairly well and is nicely boxed, place. 

9 117 DIXIE LANE Res. (Paul Donaldson): Good beginning railer; has some speed and battles strongly, good chance. 

10 364 TAN TIKI Res. (Andrea McConnon): Risky beginning wide runner; does battle well and is a rough chance. 

 

TOP PICK: MINNIE MOGUL (6) is a chance of leading this field and might be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: GEMSTONE JACK (2) will be vying for the early lead and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: OHANA (7) will be a bit slow away but does run on quite strongly. 

 



Race 7 - 09:45 - WELSH CORGI CLUB OF TASMANIA Invitation 461m 
1 374 SHANLYN VAPOUR (Graeme Moate): Risky beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late, place show. 

2 418 HANNAH BODEN (Gayelene Townsend): Good beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late, place hope. 

3 122 JANDA (Margaret Rossendell): Fair beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly well, is some hope. 

4 356 GREAT TAYLORS (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning railer; has some speed but is not over strong, tested. 

5 835 GOOD ODDS DEMON (Shane Whitney): Good beginning railer; lacks speed but does battle well, must cross. 

6 626 KING NITRO (Steven Hutt): Risky beginning railer; has speed but does tire a bit late here, place looks best. 

7 324 CLASS BARBIE (Keith Nichols): Risky beginning railer; can show speed and battle well but is poorly boxed. 

8 168 THAT WAS THEN (Gayelene Townsend): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles strongly, good chance. 

9 273 RED FANG Res. (Gary Johnson): Fair beginning centre runner; battles fairly but this looks far too hard. 

10 362 PROVEN FANTASY Res. (Paul Hili): Slow beginning railer; battles fairly but will find this tough, needs rails. 

 

TOP PICK: THAT WAS THEN (8) will be vying for the early lead and will be hard to hold out. 

 

DANGERS: JANDA (3) should settle close to the lead in this and might be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: GOOD ODDS DEMON (5) will be outpaced early but does battle well when he finds the rails. 

 

Race 8 - 10:09 - CLARENCE JOINT THERAPY Grade 5 461m 

1 847 LASHING PHIL (Allan Anderson): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed but does run on late, has place claims. 

2 365 RUNNING MONEY (Ralph Townsend): Fair beginning centre runner; has some speed but is not over strong. 

3 782 KILTY'S FLYER (Brendon Browning): Slow beginning centre runner; lacks speed but battles well, is a chance. 

4 642 THERMAL EXPANSE (Kevin McConnon): Risky beginning centre runner; lacks speed but runs on late, place. 

5 742 WHAT IT SHRINKS (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire late, some hope. 

6 834 KHAL DROGO (Alison Walker): Risky beginning railer; has speed and battles well at times, has a chance. 

7 626 BRUTAL FORCE (Shane Whitney): Fair beginning wide runner; lacks speed but does run on late, rough show. 

8 184 PIONEER MOGUL (Richard Hall): Risky beginning railer; has good speed and battles well, chance if he leads. 

9 727 CODE BLACK Res. (Butch Deverell): Risky beginning railer; lacks speed but does battle fairly, place chance. 

10 427 DASHING ROMAN Res. (Paul Hili): Slow beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire a bit late, place. 

 

TOP PICK: PIONEER MOGUL (8) has the speed to lead this field and might be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: KHAL DROGO (6) might be vying for the early lead and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: KILTY’S FLYER (3) will be a bit slow away but will be running on at the finish. 

 

Race 9 - 10:31 - DOGTAINERS HOBART Maiden 461m 
1 642 BEEMO (Susan Gittus): Slow beginning wide runner; lacks speed but does run on late, looks a chance. 

2 746 SHOTGUN ANNIE (Katrina Gregory): Good beginning railer; has some speed but does tire a bit late, rough. 

3 433 SIR RIOLI (Ralph Townsend): Fair beginning centre runner; battles fairly well and looks a chance. 

4 362 CLASSIC INNINGS (Gayelene Townsend): Good beginning railer; has speed but does tire late, must lead clear. 

5 6 MYRTLE'S TURTLE (Brian Crawford): Was slow away and struggled at his only try, looks tested. 

6 255 BRONELLY MAGIC (Anthony Bullock): Slow beginning railer and is not over strong, might find this tough. 

7 767 PRINCE NITRO (Steven Hutt): Risky beginning centre runner; has speed but does tire a bit late, chance if leads. 

8 266 BANK DETAILS (Gayelene Townsend): Slow beginning wide runner; does best late and is well boxed, place. 

9 581 MAD JESS Res. (Thomas Johnson): SCRATCHED 

10 458 SEABROOKE Res. (Susan Gittus): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and is not over strong, looks tested. 

 

TOP PICK: BEEMO (1) will be slow away but might be hard to hold out in the run home. 

 

DANGERS: CLASSIC INNINGS (4) has the speed to lead this field and could be hard to run down. 

 

ROUGHIE: PRINCE NITRO (7) has good speed when he begins well but he does need to lead. 

 



Race 10 - 10:50 - WELSH CORGI NATIONAL 2015 Grade 5 461m 
1 541 NIGHT KEEPER (Steven Hutt): Fair beginning railer; has some speed but is not over strong, this looks tough. 

2 243 WYNBURN CHARM (Anthony Bullock): Good beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, some hope. 

3 433 GLADIS GRICE (Margaret Rossendell): Slow beginning railer; has some speed and battles well, looks a chance. 

4 747 CAPTAIN LANE (Brian Crawford): Slow beginning railer; lacks speed and just battles, this looks too hard. 

5 811 LOCH ROMAN (Paul Hili): Good beginning railer; has speed and battles well, looks a good chance. 

6 742 ALL TERRIFIC (Allan Anderson): Fair beginning centre runner; can battle fairly but place chance looks best. 

7 133 ROSE FERN (Rachael Moate): Good beginning railer; has some speed but is not over strong, place if she leads. 

8 342 GOLDEN SAGE (Butch Deverell): Slow beginning railer; battles best late but does need to find the rails, place. 

9 656 SPEED OF RHINO Res. (Gary Johnson): Slow beginning railer; has some speed and battles fairly, place hope. 

10 555 BIT HOT RUSTY Res. (Shane Whitney): Fair beginning railer; can battle well but poor efforts here lately. 

 

TOP PICK: LOCH ROMAN (5) has the speed to lead this field and might be hard to run down. 

 

DANGERS: GLADIS GRICE (3) will be slow away but does battle well and could be hard to hold out. 

 

ROUGHIE: WYNBURN CHARM (2) should settle close to the lead and battles fairly well. 

 


